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Abstract—Inclined substrate deposition (ISD) has the

potential for rapid production of high-quality biaxially
textured buffer layers, which are important for YBCO-coated
conductor applications. We have grown biaxially textured
MgO films by ISD at deposition rates of 20-100 Å/sec.
Columnar grains with a roof-tile surface structure were
observed in the ISD-MgO films.  X-ray pole figure analysis
revealed that the (002) planes of the ISD-MgO films are tilted at
an angle from the substrate normal.  A small φφφφ-scan full-width
at half maximum (FWHM) of ≈9° was observed on MgO films
deposited at an inclination angle of 55°.  In-plane texture in the
ISD MgO films developed in the first 0.5 µm from the interface,
then stabilized with further increases in film thickness. YBCO
films deposited by pulsed laser deposition on ISD-MgO-
buffered Hastelloy C276 substrates were biaxially aligned with
the c-axis parallel to the substrate normal.  Tc of 91 K with a
sharp transition and transport Jc of 5.5 x 105 A/cm2 at 77 K in
self-field were measured on a YBCO film that was 0.46-µm thick,
4-mm wide, 10-mm long.

Index Terms—YBCO thin film, Coated conductor, Inclined
substrate deposition, Biaxial texture

I. INTRODUCTION

ND generation coated conductors and superconducting
wires are promising for high-current-carrying applications

and other electric power devices operating at temperatures that
approach liquid nitrogen [1-3]. Textured template films or
buffer layers are needed for deposition of biaxially aligned
YBa2Cu3O7-δ (YBCO) films to overcome weak links and,
therefore, to achieve high critical current density (Jc) in the
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YBCO films on metallic substrates [4]. Several techniques,
including ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD), rolling-
assisted biaxially textured substrates (RABiTS), and inclined-
substrate deposition (ISD), have been developed in recent
years [5-9].  When compared with IBAD and RABiTS, the
ISD process produces textured films at high deposition rates
(20-100 Å/sec) and is independent of the recrystallization
properties of the metallic substrates [9].

We grew biaxially textured MgO thin films on
mechanically polished Hastelloy C276 (HC) substrates by ISD
with an electron beam (e-beam) evaporation system.  Yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) buffer layers, ceria cap layers, and
YBCO films were subsequently deposited on ISD-MgO-
buffered metallic substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
Surface morphology was investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), and surface roughness was measured by
atomic force microscopy (AFM).  The crystalline orientation
of the films was studied by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).  X-ray pole figures, as well as φ- and ω-scans, were
used to analyze texture.  In this paper, we discuss the growth
mechanism, microstructure, and dependence of biaxial
alignment of ISD MgO thin films on film thickness; we also
report the orientation relationships and superconducting
properties of YBCO fabricated using ISD MgO architecture on
polished HC substrates.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

HC coupons (≈5 mm wide and 10 mm long) were
mechanically polished to a mirror finish with 0.25-µm
diamond paste for use as substrates.  A surface roughness of
≈3 nm was measured by AFM. A schematic illustration of the
experimental setup is given in Fig. 1. MgO thin films were
grown from an MgO source by e-beam evaporation.  Fused
lumps of MgO (Alfa Aesar, 99.95% metals basis, 3-12 mm
pieces) were used as the target material.  The substrates were
mounted on a tiltable sample stage above the e-beam
evaporator.  A substrate inclination angle α  (substrate normal
with respect to the evaporation direction) of 55° was used in
this study. Oxygen flow was introduced into the system
during film deposition.  The base pressure of the vacuum
system was 1 x 10-7 torr, which rose to ≈2 x 10-5 torr during
deposition.  A quartz crystal monitor was mounted beside the
sample stage to monitor and control the deposition rate.  High
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deposition rates of 20-100 Å/sec were used, and the substrate
temperature was maintained between room temperature and
50°C during deposition.  After the deposition of ISD films, a
thin dense layer of MgO was deposited at a zero-degree
inclination angle at elevated temperature (≈700°C).  This layer
of dense MgO film has the same crystalline texture as the ISD
MgO film, and is thus referred to as a homo-epitaxial MgO
layer.

Fig. 1.  Schematic illustration of experimental setup for ISD MgO.

YSZ, CeO2, and YBCO films were deposited by PLD using
a Lambda Physik LPX 210i excimer laser, with a Kr-F2 gas
premixture as the lasing medium.  Commercial targets
(Superconductive Components, 99.999% pure), 45 mm in
diameter and 6 mm thick, were used. Substrates were attached
to a heatable sample stage with silver paste and heated to a
high temperature (700-800°C) during deposition.  The size of
the laser spot focused at the rotating target was ≈12 mm2,
which produced an energy density of ≈2.0 J/cm2.  The distance
between the target and the substrates was ≈7 cm.  The desired
oxygen partial pressure was obtained by flowing ultra-high-
purity oxygen through the chamber.

The superconducting critical transition temperature (Tc) and
Jc were determined by the inductive method and confirmed by
the transport method at 77 K in liquid nitrogen.  Crystalline
texture was measured by X-ray diffraction pole figure analysis
using Cu-Kα radiation.  In-plane texture was characterized by
the FWHM of φ-scans for the MgO (002) reflection (2θ =
42.9°), and out-of-plane texture was characterized by the
FWHM of ω-scans at the MgO [001] pole for the same
reflection.  SEM and AFM were utilized to study morphology
and surface roughness.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plan-view SEM (Fig. 2a) shows a roof-tile structure for the
ISD MgO film deposited at room temperature with α  = 55°.
Columnar grains were observed on the cross-sectional fracture
surface (Fig. 2b).  The MgO grain size increased as the film
grew up to a thickness of ≈0.5 µm; thickness of film; it then
stabilized at a grain size of ≈0.2 µm without a noticeable
change in size when the film grew further.  The root-mean-

square (RMS) surface roughness was measured as 29 nm on an
as-deposited ISD MgO film by tapping-mode AFM.  E-beam
evaporation of MgO at 700°C with a zero-degree inclination
angle produced a smoother, dense homo-epitaxial layer (shown
in Figs. 2c and 2d).  RMS surface roughness was improved to
≈9 nm after the deposition of homo-epitaxial MgO films.

 

 

Fig. 2.  (a) Plan view and (b) cross-sectional SEM images of ISD MgO film
deposited at room temperature with α = 55°; (c) Plan view and (d) cross-
sectional SEM images of MgO film after depositing additional layer of MgO
e-beam evaporated at 700°C with α = 0°.

Typical X-ray pole figures of an ISD MgO film deposited
with an inclination angle of 55° are shown in Fig. 3.  Unlike
the YSZ films prepared by inclined-substrate PLD [10], where
the (001) planes are nearly parallel to the substrate surface, the
[001] axis of the ISD MgO buffer layer is tilted away from the
substrate normal.  The asymmetric distribution of the pole
peaks reveals that the MgO (001) planes have a tilt angle β
toward the deposition direction.  These ISD MgO films
exhibit good texture; distinct in-plane alignment can be seen
by the well-defined poles for not only the [001] axis but also
the [010] and [100] axes in Fig. 3.  Out-of-plane alignment
was characterized by ω-scan; data were taken at the [001] pole.  

Fig. 3.  (a) MgO (002) and (b) MgO (220) pole figures for an ISD MgO film
deposited at room temperature with α = 55°.

(a)  (b)

(c)  (d)
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The tilt angle, as determined from the chi angle value of the
[001] reflection in the MgO (002) pole figure, was ≈32°.
TEM/selected area diffraction on the ISD MgO films
confirmed that the top surface of an MgO columnar grain was
terminated with a (002) plane; and MgO [002] was ≈32° with
respect to the substrate normal [11,12].  Figure 4 shows the φ-
and ω-scan patterns for MgO (002) after homoepitaxially
growing a 0.5-µm-thick MgO layer on a ≈1.5 µm ISD MgO
film at elevated temperature.  FWHMs of 9.2 and 5.4° were
observed in the MgO (002)  φ-scan and  ω-scan, respectively.              
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Fig. 4.  MgO (002) (a) φ-scan and (b) ω-scan patterns after homoepitaxial

growth of 0.5-µm-thick MgO layer on ISD MgO film at elevated

temperature.
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Fig. 5.  Texture development in the ISD MgO film.

To study the thickness dependence of texture development
in ISD MgO films, we first deposited ISD MgO films of
various thicknesses followed by deposition of a ≈0.5 µm
homoepitaxial MgO layer at 700°C.  Figure 5 shows the in-
plane texture as a function of ISD MgO layer thickness.  In
the first 0.5 µm, the φ-scan FWHM decreases rapidly with
increasing film thickness; it then stabilizes at ≈9°.  Only ≈1.5
min is required to fully develop the desired texture at a
deposition rate of 50 Å/sec.  Furthermore, texture in the ISD
MgO films has good tolerance to film thickness.
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Fig. 6.  (220) φ-scans for MgO, YSZ, and CeO2 showing cube-on-cube

epitaxial relationship.

YSZ and CeO2 films were epitaxially grown on top of the
homoepitaxial MgO film by PLD at elevated temperatures
(700-800°C).  Both CeO2 and YSZ layers have a cube-on-cube
epitaxial relationship with the MgO film underneath.  (220) φ-
scans plotted in Fig. 6 clearly showed a layer-by-layer epitaxy
for MgO, YSZ, and CeO2 films.   Details of the epitaxial
growth of YSZ and CeO2 on MgO films will be reported
elsewhere [12].
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YBCO films deposited on YSZ- and CeO2-buffered ISD
MgO substrates were biaxially textured.  FWHMs of 12° and
9° were measured from YBCO (103) and MgO (220) φ-scans,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8.  Transport Jc of YBCO on ISD MgO measured at 77 K in self-field

The YBCO c-axis was parallel to the substrate normal, as
illustrated by four evenly distributed peaks on the YBCO
(103) φ-scan pattern.  This revealed that the YBCO ab-plane
was siting on a (112) plane parallel to the substrate surface. A
unique orientation relationship, YBCO[100] // MgO[111] and
YBCO[010] // MgO[110], was observed between the YBCO
and ISD MgO template films.  YBCO coated conductors
fabricated by ISD MgO architecture exhibited a sharp
superconducting transition with Tc = 91 K.  As shown in
Fig. 8, transport Jc = 5.5 x 105 A/cm2 at 77 K in self-field
was measured on a sample that was 0.46-µm thick, 4-mm
wide, 1-cm long.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Biaxially textured MgO films were successfully grown by
the ISD method, which is much more time efficient for
fabrication of buffer layers than is the IBAD YSZ process.
MgO films grown by the ISD process contained columnar
grains whose surfaces were terminated by (002) planes.  Plan-
view SEM revealed a roof-tile structure. The surface roughness
and biaxial texture of the ISD MgO thin films were
significantly improved by deposition of an additional thin
layer of MgO at elevated temperature.  FWHMs of 9.2 and
5.4° were observed in the MgO (002) φ-scan and ω-scan,
respectively.  Texture in the ISD MgO films developed
rapidly in the first 0.5-µm of film growth, and then stabilized
at FWHM ≈9° when the films grew thicker.  CeO2- and YSZ-
buffer layers were epitaxially grown on ISD MgO templates
by PLD.  YBCO films deposited on YSZ and CeO2 buffered
ISD MgO substrates were biaxially textured with 12° FWHM
measured on YBCO (103).  A unique orientation relationship
with YBCO[100] // MgO[111] and YBCO[010] // MgO[110]

was observed between the YBCO films and ISD MgO
template layers.  YBCO coated conductors fabricated with ISD
MgO architecture exhibited a sharp superconducting transition
with Tc = 91 K and transport Jc = 5.5 x 105 A/cm2 measured
at 77 K in self-field.
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